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MAGYARISTAN
Stuffed with love and bacon.

Ikh flee... sang Prince Nazaroff. I fly.... And fly I did. I have had a case of jet lag that would floor
an elephant. I did a couple of concerts with the Brothers Nazaroff in the States in June, although
I spent most of the time enjoying being with my family in Jersey or hunting down the Chinese
food that I obsessed about while on a diet here in Budapest. I was pretty good about the diet in
the states  basically, if the plate in front of me wasn't some regional Guangdong specialty
prepared by a monolingual Grandmother in the back of a tiny doorway lunch place, I didn't eat it.
I made a couple of exceptions for Shake Shack, of course, but somehow I managed to not gain
weight in the USA, which is more than I can say for most Americans. But then the real test was
yet to come. A few days after arriving home in Budapest, I had to go to Krakow for the Jewish
Music Festival for several days with the Brothers Nazaroff. Poland: Land of Complex
Carbohydrates.

Hungarian Spectrum
444
A Congress of Baboons
Budapest Beacon
Index.hu News Portal (in Hungarian)
Népszabadság Online
Poemas del Rio Wang
Csikszereda Musings
(Romania/Transylvania)

EATERS

The Girl Who Ate Everything
Serious Eats (NYC)
Homesick Texan
Afroculinaria
Istanbul Food
Istanbul Eats
Viet World Kitchen
The Meatwave
Eating Asia
Sticky Rice (Vietnam)
Inmolaraan: eating in Yiddish
Chow  The Original Chowhound Site

WHERE DA NEWS IS AT...
A light lunch: pierogis, stuffed cabbage, kaszanka blood sausage.

Poland is a land of Well Mannered Gentlemen, Elegant Ladies, fine art, tragic history, and
potatoes served a hundred different ways. We were in Kazimierz, the old Jewish quarter of
Krakow for the festival. The festival organizers  Janusz, Kasia, and Robert  are some of the
most professional and warm hosts in the European Gigantic Culture Festival Business, and it is
probably Europe's most relaxed festival hang between musicians, the hard core Yiddishists, and
the visitors who come to hear the concerts and attend workshops. Everybody wanders around
the old core of Kazimierz, and you get to knock back a lot of iced coffee with folks who like your
music. Oh, and eat pierogis.

Gothamist New York
The Daily Show without Jon Stewart
Metafilter
Balkan Insight
McSweeney's

MUZIK! MUZIK!

Yiddish Song of the Week
Kalan Records (Turkey)
Oriente Records (DNK's label)

Ari Davidow's Klezmer Shack
Passion Music Mail Order (Balkanoid CD
Heaven)

MP3 BLOGS AND SUCH!

Analog Africa
Likembe
Excavated Shellac (Historical Wold 78s)
Classic Cajun Music
Old Time American Folkmusic from 78s
Awesome Tapes from Africa
Honey Where you Been So Long (PreWar
Blues)
Little edible bags of prepared food.

There is no doubt that Poland likes its carbohydrates. Not content with potatoes and bread, Poles
eat a lot of buckwheat groats  kasha  the bane of my Bronx childhood. We Hungarian Jews
weren't big on kasha, but everybody else was. Kasha was like the quinoa of Ashkenazic Europe.
Eat it, it will make you strong! Fumie, being Japanese, loves buckwheat, but I have hard time
loving grains that remind me of the late stone age. Luckily, the Columbian exchange introduced
Poland to the potato. So what does one eat if not eating spuds in Poland? Well, there is pierogi. I
love pierogi. I love them stuffed with meat. I love them stuffed with mushrooms and cabbage. I
adore them stuffed with fruit, especially the tiny mountain strawberries that were in season while
we visited. But locarb food they are not. So yes, I ate the pierogis.

Juneberry 78s Listening Post

EAST IS EAST...

Ruth Gruber's Jewish Heritage Travel Blog
The Little Black Egg
Morning in Moldova
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Vincent's Pierogi Shop: Choose your poison.
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How much damage could I do? after all one thing I discovered about Poland in late June was that
the vegetables are some of the best I have ever seen offered in Europe.Yes, Polish tomatoes
easily beat what I can buy in Budapest. I was buying bags of them like fruit (diet hint:
eat tomatoes instead of chips!) The concert went well, as concerts often do when you are a band
consisting of five leaders of different bands  imagine a small boat floating across the ocean
crewed by five captains. Fun! the only thing that can top it is to visit a herring bar! Yes! A bar
serving nothing but vodka shots and herring! Poland likes its herring  you can get it about a
dozen ways but I always prefer simple herrings in oil with sliced onions. This is how you
approach vodka at the Maly Sledz in Kazimierz:
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► 2006 (59)

Reb Fishl of Kroke.

And then, after midnight, everybody would drift to the market square across the street from the
Alchemia Club and chow down on sausages. Our favorite is kaszanka, a blood and liver sausage
similar to the Hungarian hurka, It tastes good and it makes whoever you are sitting with
squeamish at the same time.

Not Kosher. Not Kosher at all.

One tragedy: my Nikon Coolpix died while I was in Krakow. Its in intensive care now at a small
Hungarian repair shop, and I am going to Romania in a few days, so I'm keeping my fingers
crossed as to whether the Coolpix does a Lazarus on me or else it is going with a ten year old
Canon camera... photo quality may suffer. Most of the photos here were made with the camera
on my Nexus tablet. Taking pictures with a tablet looks like the stupidest posture ever developed
for any pursuit of Art: Look! I am holding a big square thing up! Thrill to my fuzzy photos! And
when photo quality suffers, we all suffer.
Posted by dumneazu at 5:15 AM
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